The Gambling Harm
Venue Support Kit
A Guide for Venue Management

19 October 2017

Dear Licensee,

I am pleased to provide this Gambling Harm Venue Support Kit to you and encourage you to make use of it in
your venue.
Providing assistance to your members or customers who are experiencing harm from gambling is a key
aspect of delivering safer and more enjoyable experiences for your members. It is consistent with legislative
requirements and reflects community expectations. This support kit will help you in this important role.
Gambling harms are broader than just financial losses and can include health, wellbeing and relationship
impacts that often extend beyond the person gambling to their friends, family and community as well.
The experience of these harms is not limited to problem gamblers. Gamblers at low or moderate risk of
problem gambling account for more than two-thirds of all gambling harm. 15,000 Canberrans experience
some harm from gambling, and 43,000 people in our community have a close family member who has
experienced gambling harm.
Gambling venues are ideally placed to recognise signs of harm amongst their members who gamble and
provide assistance to them. Your frontline staff interact with your members on a regular basis, your Gambling
Contact Officers are trained and experienced hospitality professionals, and your CEOs and managers can be
leaders in strengthening a culture of member care. These staff all have an important part to play in ensuring
the safety and wellbeing of your members as they enjoy themselves at your venue.
The ACT Gambling and Racing Commission looks forward to continuing to work with you to prevent gambling
harm and help make Canberra a safer and healthier place to live for all Canberrans.

Yours sincerely

John Haskins
Chairperson
ACT Gambling and Racing Commission

GPO Box 158 Canberra 2601 I phone: 02 6207 0359 I fax: 02 6207 7372 I email: grc@act.gov.au I www.gamblingandracing.act.gov.au
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Building a culture of care for
patrons who gamble
This Guide and your Support Kit have been developed to help businesses that provide gambling products and services
make sure their venues are places where customers can gamble safely.
Providing assistance to patrons having problems with gambling is not only a requirement of the Gambling and Racing
Control (Code of Practice) Regulation 2002, it is an expectation of our Canberra community.
This guide provides practical suggestions to help build a “culture of care” in gambling venues. As well as the
requirements of the Code of Practice and suggestions provided in this guide, it is important that venue managers
consider additional practices, relevant to their own venue, to help staff meet their responsibilities and keep customers
safe. Recognising, reporting, and responding to signs of gambling harm are a fundamental aspect to achieving a safer
gambling environment.
Your frontline staff, who regularly engage with members, are an invaluable asset for your organisation. They are
uniquely placed to recognise indicators of gambling harm. By passing on their concerns, they keep your Gambling
Contact Officers well informed—as they need to be—about what is happening in your gambling areas.
Your Gambling Contact Officers have primary responsibility for ensuring your gambling members are well supported
and assisted when they need it. Their training, experience and the information provided by your frontline staff, are
essential in enabling them to monitor and respond to patrons appropriately.
Management of course provides the leadership, innovation and resources for strengthening the culture of member
care in your venue. By working together, you can build a culture at your venue where gambling harm isn’t played down.

Consider processes that will help your
staff undertake their responsibilities
The Code of Practice provides mandatory requirements with which venues must comply, but consider developing
policies and procedures specific to your venue.
Your venue-specific policies and procedures will assist staff in making the link between the Code of Practice and their
everyday roles, ensure your customers are well supported and provide additional assurance that you are meeting the
requirements of the Code of Practice.
Some useful ideas
Consider all issues for which your venue should have specific policies and procedures. Having a specific policy
or procedure (eg EFTPOS withdrawal limits and / or limits on the number of withdrawals that can be made)
makes your expectations clearer for both your staff and customers.
Determine an escalation process. It’s good for staff to know who to go to when they have concerns.
Consider a “gambling area sweep” check sheet for staff to record their observations and sign-off after
completing a sweep.
Introduce processes to ensure staff review exclusions and the incident register at the beginning of each shift.
You could make it a requirement for staff to sign a sheet to confirm they have completed this.
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Promote gambling harm prevention as
an important part of your staff’s role
Just like being a responsible alcohol host, being a responsible gambling host means management and staff
look after patrons who gamble by regularly engaging with them, keeping an eye out for signs of harm and
knowing what to do when there are concerns about a patron.
By promoting a culture in your venue where caring for patrons who gamble is “just how we do things”, your
staff are more likely to take their responsibilities seriously. They should always feel empowered to ask for
support when they are not sure what to do.
Some useful ideas
Adequately resource staff who have a direct role in harm prevention. This aspect of their work will
require some of their energy and time.
Consider the interpersonal skills of people you select to be Gambling Contact Officers. Ensure they
have the skills and confidence to initiate what could be awkward interactions with patrons.
Recognise that Gambling Contact Officers have a leadership role in preventing gambling harm. Their
attitudes and behaviours will be seen as a model for other staff.
If you are seeking a change in culture at your venue, be mindful that some people are more
comfortable with change than others. Identify who will be the leaders in taking your venue towards
the culture of care you want.
Set gambling harm prevention as a recurring topic at staff meetings, or initiate specific harm
prevention meetings on a regular basis.
Include gambling harm prevention responsibilities in job descriptions, employment contracts,
performance reviews etc.
Appoint a staff member to be responsible for encouraging harm prevention in your venue.
Require all sections of your business to give consideration to how their area of work contributes to
gambling harm prevention, and how practices might be improved.
Consider rewards for staff who demonstrate good harm prevention practice.
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Check that your staff can confidently
put training into practice
All staff that deal with patrons who gamble should undertake gambling harm prevention training, as well
as complete regular refresher training. Once they have received training, it is important to check that they
can put it into practice. It can take a while for new staff to feel confident, but this will improve with ongoing
support and feedback.
Some useful ideas
Book a time to catch up with new staff after they have completed their harm prevention training to
find out what they are comfortable with and where they would like additional support.
Have regular discussions with staff about what’s happening on the job. Talk through their responses,
what they have done well, and what they could have done differently. You may want to incorporate
these discussions into staff meetings so everyone can keep learning.
Make sure your staff attend refresher training sessions regularly—best practice is for staff to attend
harm prevention training annually.
Pair-up new staff with an experienced staff member who can provide ongoing support and feedback.
Develop processes to recognise and support achievements in gambling harm prevention.

Use the information and
resources available to you
Being a responsible gambling host can be a difficult job. The good news is you’re not alone. There are people
who can work with you and your staff, and there are resources and information available to help you.
Some useful ideas
Make a connection with your local gambling support services. Invite them to attend a staff meeting.
Encourage staff to regularly review this Guide.
Keep in touch with the Gambling and Racing Commission.
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Your Gambling-Harm Venue Support Kit
The information and resources in your kit have been designed help build a “culture of care” where venues and
their staff look after patrons who gamble by regularly engaging with them, keeping an eye out for signs of
harm and knowing what to do when they have concerns.

Tools to support your customers
TOOL

What is gambling harm?
Gambling harm is any negative
impact from gambling. It’s not just
about losing money-gambling
can also harm your:

If you gamble
more than $40 a
week or gamble
more than once
a week, you have
a higher risk of
gambling harm

Work or study

HEALTH

Relationships

FAMILY

Emotions

Do you ever find yourself:

Tips for avoiding harm
A few simple changes can
make all the difference.

Spending more time or money
gambling than you wanted?
Having less money than
you should?

Set a limit on the time and
money you can afford to
spend, and stick to it.

If so...

Making excuses or hiding
how much you play?

Leave ATM cards at home.
Having regrets or
feeling guilty?

Take regular breaks —
stepping away can
clear your head.

Losing focus at work or
social events?

Playing after the fun stops?

Please turn over

Be honest with yourself and
others about how much you
gamble and why you gamble.

Spending less time with
people you care about?
Losing sleep or being worried?

If you are concerned
about your gambling or
would like to know more

Reading this brochure
is a great start.

Don’t forget your other
hobbies. Remember the
things you used to do for fun.

Half of all regular pokie players
experience some form of harm from
their gambling. Most of these people
are NOT problem gamblers.

More tips? Go to
act.gov.au/dontplayitdown

PURPOSE

RECOMMENDED PLACEMENT

This discrete folding card is designed to:

Place in the gaming area for gamblers
to pick up and where staff can easily
access copies to give to gamblers who
show signs of harm.

• raise awareness of the impacts of
gambling harm
• encourage your customers to reflect
on their gambling, and
• provide suggestions to prevent
gambling harm

What is Gambling Harm Z-card brochures

What is gambling harm?

These hold about 20 Z-cards
and are intended to be discrete
but recognisable.

Put the holders in the gaming areas or
at the bar closest to the gaming area.

These posters are intended to:

Place at least one of these posters up
in your gaming area. It is recommended
that you also place one in the bathroom,
beside an ATM and near a smoking area.

Z-card holders

Know the signs of
gambling harm.

A few simple changes can
make all the difference.
Decide how much time and money you
will spend, and stick to your limit.

Spending more time or
money than you wanted

Having less money
than you should

Having regrets or feeling
guilty after playing

Losing focus at work
or social events

Trying to win back
your losses

Spending less time with
people you care about

Are you still
enjoying yourself?

Take regular breaks — stepping
away can clear your head.

Continuing to play after the fun stops is
one of the first signs of gambling harm.

Be honest with yourself and others
about how much you gamble and
why you gamble.

Don’t play down the signs. For helpful resources
visit act.gov.au/dontplayitdown

For more tips and advice on gambling harm
prevention visit act.gov.au/dontplayitdown
Hiding how much you play
from friends and family

Playing after
the fun stops

For more information go to act.gov.au/dontplayitdown or speak to staff at this venue.

Emoji signs
of harm

Tips for
avoiding harm

Are you still
enjoying yourself

• inform your customers about
indicators of gambling harm,
• encourage your customers to reflect
on their own gambling, and
• provide suggestions to prevent
gambling harm

Preventing gambling harm
posters (3 versions)

The coasters are to raise awareness
about gambling harm.
Gambling harm is any negative
impact from gambling.
It’s not just about losing money.
Gambling can also harm your:

Work or
study

HEALTH

Relationships

FAMILY

Emotions

Most people who experience gambling harm are
NOT problem gamblers. If you gamble more than
$40 a week or more than once per week,
you have a higher risk of gambling harm.
For more information visit
act.gov.au/dontplayitdown

Don’t play it down coaster samples
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Use in gaming and other areas as
you feel appropriate.

Need more resources?
Additional copies of these materials are available for download from the Gambling and
Racing Commission website. If you have any enquiries you can call (02) 6207 0359.

Tools to support staff
TOOL

Our staff are required
by law to look out for the
signs of harmful gambling.

Your wellbeing is really
important to us.
When we check in with you, we’re just making sure
everything is going okay.

PURPOSE

RECOMMENDED PLACEMENT

These posters are a friendly reminder to
customers of your obligation to check
in on them if you have concerns about
their wellbeing.

Choose either one or both versions of
this poster and use in gaming and other
areas as you feel appropriate.

This poster is to raise customer
awareness about your commitments to
their wellbeing.

Use in gaming and other areas as you
feel appropriate.

This information has been developed for
all frontline staff as an easy and quick
reference for signs to watch for and
how to respond. All staff should be
familiar with these signs and the
recommended actions.

Put cards in high visibility areas for
staff attached on a wall behind the
bar, beside a till, in a staff area or on
staff noticeboards.

These tips have been developed to
support all frontline staff. All staff
should be familiar with these and
practice them daily.

Put these in high visibility areas for staff
along with the Signs of Gambling Harm
laminated card. Copies should be on a
wall behind the bar, beside the till, in a
staff area or on staff noticeboards.

We care about the wellbeing of our patrons, and it’s
our job to look after our guests. So we hope you don’t
mind us checking in on you occasionally.

Please don’t be offended if we ask about your gambling.

We’re always here to provide help,
advice and assistance.

For more information go to act.gov.au/dontplayitdown or speak to staff at this venue.

For more information go to act.gov.au/dontplayitdown or speak to staff at this venue.

Legal responsibility posters (2 versions)

This venue is committed to
reducing gambling harm by:

Looking out for signs
of gambling harm

Checking in on
players regularly

Implementing harm prevention
policies and procedures

Providing assistance, advice,
or just someone to talk to

Taking action if we see
signs of gambling harm

For more information go to act.gov.au/dontplayitdown or speak to staff at this venue.

Commitment to care poster

Signs of Gambling Harm
Use this list to help you think about all of the person’s behaviours. Information you
record in the gambling incident register will help your Gambling Contact Officer.

What to do

Very Strong Signs

Signs
• Tries obsessively to win on one machine
• Asks to change large notes before gambling
• Rummages around in purse or wallet for additional money
• Rushes from one machine to another
• Significant increase in spending

Seen by themselves, these signs
may be an early warning sign.

• Starts gambling when the venue is opening or only stops
when venue is closing
• Has run out of money when leaving venue
• Spends $300 or more in a session
• Bets $2.50 or more per spin most of the time
• Tries to play two or more machines at once
• Gambles most days
• Complains to staff about losing or blames venue/machines
• Has gambling rituals or superstitions (rubbing or
talking to machine)
• Stays on to gamble when friends leave venue

Someone displaying several of these
signs may be experiencing problems
with their gambling.

• Gambles right through normal meal times
• Finds it difficult to stop gambling at closing time
• Gets cash out on two or more occasions through ATM or EFTPOS
• Puts large wins straight back into the machine
• Leaves venue to find more money to gamble
• Gambles for long periods (3+ hours) without taking a break
• Plays very fast
• Plays intensely without reacting to what’s going on around them
• Shows signs of distress during or after gambling (looks sad/
depressed, crying, holding head in hands, nervous/edgy,
shaking, sweating)
• Gets angry while gambling (kicking, hitting machines, swearing,
grunting or groaning, playing roughly/aggressively)
• Becomes angry at or stands over other players
• Avoids contact or conversation with others

Someone displaying any of these
strong signs is much more likely to be
experiencing problems with gambling.

• Tries to borrow money from customers or staff, or asks for
credit from venue
• Rude to other gamblers or staff
• Generally poor hygiene, or significant decline in personal
grooming or appearance over several days (body odours, dirty
or unchanged clothes, messy greasy hair)
• Conceals presence at venue (doesn’t answer mobile phone,
takes or makes calls outside venue, asks staff to not let
others know they are there, people contact or visit venue
looking for person)

It is highly probable that someone
displaying any of these signs is
experiencing problems with gambling.

If you see someone displaying
several of these signs you should
record what you have seen in the
incident register.

You should record what you have seen
in the incident register and monitor the
person’s behaviour.
If the person is particularly distressed
or angry then the situation may need
to be responded to immediately
according to your venue’s procedures.

You should record what you have seen
in the incident register and monitor the
person’s behaviour.
Consider whether this situation
needs an immediate response
according to your venue procedures.

This list is not exhaustive. If you are concerned about behaviours not on this list, speak with your GCO.

Signs of gambling harm laminated cards/posters

Everyday Tips
for Venue Staff
What to do everyday...
Get to know people who gamble in your venue, take opportunities
to say hello and look out for changes in their behaviour.

Learn the signs of gambling harm (see the signs of gambling harm
reference card).

Look for the signs, and for minors and people who are excluded.
Undertake sweeps of gambling areas every 15 minutes.

Record the signs you see in the Gambling Incident Register.
Your venue’s gambling harm prevention procedures will tell
you how to do this.
Talk with other gambling area staff about patrons you are
concerned about, but don’t be talked out of raising concerns
with senior staff.

Ensure you are familiar with your venue’s gambling harm prevention policies and
procedures. The Gambling and Racing Control (Code of Practice) Regulation 2002
requires venues to provide assistance to patrons having problems with gambling.
These tips will help you meet that requirement.
For more information go to act.gov.au/dontplayitdown

Everyday tips for venue staff A4 cards
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For more information go to
act.gov.au/dontplayitdown

